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Here are just a few of the things the supporters of this award have said: 

“Anna is an exceptional young woman who lights up a Guiding meeting like no 

other. She is forever up for a challenge and doesn’t hesitate to volunteer herself, 

even when there’s a shortage of leaders to run a breakout room full of Rainbows 

which is completely out of her comfort zone.” 

“Anna is a passionate guider and I have certainly learned a lot from watching her 

deliver the sessions and working together when planning trainings/weekends.  

Anna is a wonderful Ambassador to Guiding and role model and I am sure will go 

far in Guiding in the future.”  

“Anna is a fantastic unit leader, always putting the Guides first and in the lead 

and incorporating both their and her ideas into a fun and exciting programme. 

The girls in both her unit and others locally have also benefited from her brilliant 

peer education and international experiences in enriching their programme.” 

“We have been privileged to have her Guiding with us and from a personal 

viewpoint, to become friends. I know she will go on to enjoy many more 

adventures and achievements in Guiding, wherever in the UK and the world she 

goes in the future. She has already done so much and made an invaluable 

contribution at so many levels for such a young person” 

“Sometimes in Girlguiding you’re not sure who you’ll be volunteering alongside, 

but I can gladly say that Anna has become a true friend and someone who I 

thoroughly enjoy volunteering with. I’m grateful to have gotten to know 

Anna as part of the international team, as she’s provided so many fun 

moments for us volunteers and the participants at the online events. 

Anna has been a dream to volunteer with during her role within our 

team and I’m honestly very sad that someone else will now have 

her time, but I look forward to seeing her future endeavours with 

Girlguiding as I’m sure they’ll be fantastic.” 

 


